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ABSTRACT. The e -+ U'y deeay indueed through loop proeesses is ealculated in the framework
of the minimal supersymmetrie standard model (M55M). \Ve compare the e -+ U""( and b -+ 51

proeesses and we find that the M551\1can enhanee the standard model branehing ratio e -+ """(
by 7 to 10 orders of magnitude.

RESUMEN. El decaimiento e -+ u, inducido a un lazo es calculado en el marco del modelo estándar
supersimétrico mínimo. Comparamos los proceso e -+ Uf Y b -+ 8, Y encoutramos que el MSSM
puede ensanchar la fracción del decaimiento de e -+ u')' del modelo estándar entre 7 y 10 órdenes
de magnitud.

rAe5: 13.40.H; 11.30,1'

1. INTRODUCTION

The standard model, ba.sed on the SU(3)c l8iSU(2)L l8iU(I)y gauge group [1], is up to
now the most experimentally supported theory of the strong a.nd eleetroweak interactiolls.
However, signals of new physies in future experiments eould clear up the view of physies
heyond the standard mode!. One of this alternatives is LEP II whieh eould explore
supersymmetry in its minimal version, seareh for SUSY-particles like fermions, eharginos
and neutralinos, and explore the Higgs sector. A salient feature of the standard mode!
(SM) is that f1avour ehanging neutral eurrents (FCNC) are forbidden at the tree level,
although they can oeeur at the one loop leve!. These transitions are of the form qi -+
qj + N, where N is a neutral state sueh as "( or Ir, and qi is the quark with f1avour i [2].
Their rather small deeay rates have reeeived mueh theoretieal attention reeently [3,4],
mainly beeause they serve not only as preeisiOli tests of the SM but also as a window to
look for possible new physies.

2. THE DECAY e -7 ll"( IN THE MSSM

In the present paper, we shall eoneentrate on the e -+ ""( inclusive deeay which wrre-
sponds to a FCNC proeess at one loop. This decay would manifest itself through the
D -+ f' + "(decay. A new competitive source of D-lIlcsons, Jike the propose,l tau-eharm
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factory could be sensitive to the rare D-decays and would allow us to test other sectors
of the 5M [5). \Ve start by discussing the dominant FCNC contributions in the frame-
work of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (M55M), amI their effects on the
inclusive c -t u"( decay rate. Then, we shall compare this rate with the similar transition
b -t S"( to obtain the branching ratio of the c -t ""(decay in the M55M.

I3igi, Gabbiani and Masiero [6] have calculated the branching ratio for the c -t ""(

dccay in a nOll-mínimal supersynlmetric standard lIlodcl. Thcy have examined an cxten-
sion of the M55M that includes two additional Higgs doublets. The Higgs doublets are
chosen so that the sonrce of FCNC is proportional to "'l. instead of "'b, thus euhancing
the branching ratio for c -t u"(-

In the 5M, the c -t u"( transition is domiuated by (lile-loop coutributions with the
exchange of a virtual W boson. In Ref. 5 the branching ratio for c -t ""( decay was
estimated in the context of the 5M and the tiny value BR(c -t ""()'" 10-15 was found.
Iu the M55M there are new sources of FCNC which are due to the supersymmetrization
of the loops (there are new contributions from squarks and from the partuers of the gauge
bosons) [4].

The inclusive width for c -t u + "(decay can be written as

(1)

where F2
R is the form factor coming from the FCNC-loop calculation and is associated

with the second rauge tensor of the current proportional to al,"q"E~. Ouncan [7] pointed
out that the most relevant contribution coming from 5U5Y models is due to the gluino,
because it involves the strong coupling constant. Receutly, I3ertolini and Vissani [8] have
pointed that chargiuo contribution is more important than gluino contribution in the
case of b -t s"( decay. Nevertheless, in the c -t u"( decay, the gluino coutribution is more
important than the chargiuo contribution, beca use in b -t .'''(the top squark is running
in the loop amI its coupling with chargino-bottom is enlarged by the top quark mass.
On the other hand, in c -t u"( it is the bottom squark that is rtluning, ami mb appears
in the coupling instead of T1!t. Thus, we can asSUlIlC that the glllino cOlltribution gives lIS
the order of magnitude of the branching ratio for e -t ""( in the MS5M. The neutralino
contribution is neglected [4].

For the case of the squark mass matrix it is convenient to notice that the corresponding
mass eigenstates are obtained in mixed form from the left and right sectors. \Ve are
considering the unmixed case where ()= O [9]. After calculation of the loops is done, the
gluino contribution is

(2)

where C(R) = ~,C;j( -]J, q, mil, 1T!q, 1T!q) are the Veltm;un-Pa$sariuo functions [10] ami
9., is the strong coupling constant. In Eq. (2) we have adopted the notation of the fírst
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paper in the Re£. 4. The integrals Ci( -]J, q, m., mi¡, m;¡) are evaluated with q2 = O for
the photon on-mass-shell, and the external fermion masses approximated to zero. In this
approximation, we get for the gluino contribution

F.R 2 ~C(R) 1 [rkC r.kuJ m.I,kc r.ku ]
2 = --3"" - 72 Uf- Uf- 1 - - un uf-h

11'" 1nu 1nc

where f¡ and h are defined by

1f¡ = 12(rñ
g

_ 1)4 [1 - 61hg + 3112;+ 21h~ - 6112;In(1hg)]

h = 12(rñg - 1)3[-1 + 112;- 2rñg In(1hg)] ,

(3)

(4)

.I - 2/ 2Wlt 1 mg = mg rnu.
The chargino contribution to the c -+ ", process (in the notation of the first paper

in the Re£. 4), is given by

and the functions Ji are now given by

h = (_ 1 )4 (3rhx + 1h~ - 6m~ + 2 + 61hx log(mx)) ,
12 mx - 1

J4 = (_ 1 )4 (31h~ + 21h~ - 6mx + 1 - 61h~ IOg(1hx)) ,12 mx - 1 .

1
J5 = (_ )3 (1h~ - 41hx 1+ 3 + 2Iog(1hx)) ,

2 mx - 1

1
J6 = 2(rñ

x
_ 1)3 (rñ~ - 1 - 21h, log(1hx)) ,

(5)

(6)

where rñx = m~/m~. In the approach established by Bertolini and Vissani [81, the
chargino contribution is reduced to

wbere the function g(rñx l is defined as

1
g(rñxl = - 6( - )3 (101hx - 121h~ + 21h~ + 21hx(3 + "'x) ln(1hx)). (8)

1 - mx
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Finally, the neutralino contribution is given by

",R _ 2 2 [ (r;;2C.jku H.jku)(cjke Hjke )(C C G C)
'"2 "'e - 39 e "'e y ¿ OUL + OUR OUL + OUR 11 - 21 + 23 - 12

( r;;2C.jku H.jku) (r;;2Cjke Hjke (C e )]+"';\'0 Y¿ OUL + OUR Y¿ OUR - OUL 11 - o . (9)

The aboye functions are similar to the functions jlrcsented in appendix B of the first paper
in Ref. 4. This is due to the similarity betwccn thc b --. s-y and c --. u-y processes; thc only
difference is iu their couplings, which arc proportional to the CKM matrix paramctcrs
and the guarks involved in the 1001'S. Thc branching ratio for the process b --. s-y is [4J

where

BR(b --. s-y) = r(b --. s-y)BR(b --. cev) ,
r(b --. cev)

( 10)

(11)

amI thc phasc-space factor p(",~/",~) "" 0.447, Kbe is the CKM matrix entry, amI BR(b--.
cev) "" 0.11 [IIJ. Similarly, thc c --. u-y dccay can bc writtcn as

( ) _ r(c --. u-y)BR(DO --. K-e+v)
BR c --. u-y - r( ) ,e --t sev

(12)

where thc branching ratio of the process DO --. K-e+v "" 0.033 is proportional to thc
branching ratio associated to c --. sev [11]. Thc width of the semileptonic decay c --. scv
is given by

C2 5
p1nc 2 2 2r(c --. sev) = --3 p("'s/"'cllKesl ,192¡¡ . (13)

(14)

with p(",;/",~) "" 0.48 and Kes "" 1.
Wc can compare the branching ratios of b --. s-y and c --. u-y because thcy arc

analogous proccsses, and we can usc thc expcrimcntal value obtained by CLEO [l2J
for b --. s-y to cstimate the order of magnitudc of c --. u-y in the MSSM. Wc can scc
that the h function has the same fonn as thc function defined in Eg. (B.2) of the first
paper in Re£. 4, and we observe that this function dcpcnds on the free parameters of thc
MSSM, likc thc sguark and gluino masscs. Thcreforc, the ratio between BR(c --. u-y)
and BR(b --. s-y) can be written as

BR(c --. u-y) 4BR(D --. K ev)p(T1!~/",~)ns("'~)-~--- --------~-~--- x
BR(b --. s-y) - BR(b --. cev)p(T1!i/T1!nns(T1!~)

I

Kbe 1
2 T1!¿KcsK"Jl ("'~/T1!~) 2

K 2 ( 2/ 2es "'üKtbK .•tfl T1!i¡"')
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FIGURE 1. The branching ratio lJR(c --+ 1l'y) from Eq. (14) versus the gluino lIlasSfor two values
of (m¡, m,): (300, lOO)GeV (salid line), (500,200) GeV (dashed).

Some remarks about this ratio are in order: !irst, we have used Eq. (1) for the width
r(c -; w¡) ami Eq. (43) of the !irst paper in Ref. 4 for the b -; 8"( decay; second, we can
drop the functions f¡(m~/m~) ami f¡(m~/mJ) wheu we calculate their ratio, because
they depend on free parameters like m;¡ and m.¡ which can be of the same order of
magnitude. This approximate degeneracy is predicted by supergravity models [13] and is
required by KO - KO phenomenology [14). This requirement is not very stringent for the
third-generation of squarks because there is an small mixing. Implications of this fact
have been discussed in the literature [15]. Finally, we observe that in the b -; 8"( decay
we focus our attention upon the bottom squark, whereas in the c -; ""( decay we focus
011 the charm squark.

If we take the experimental value for the brallching ratio of the decay b -; 8"( '"

10-4 [12] and f¡ (mVrn~)1 f¡ (m~/mJ) '" 1, we obtain the value

Bn(c -; ""() '" 6.74 x 10-6 . (15)

In Fig. I we display the branching ratio c -; ll"( from Eq. (14) versus the gluino mass
with a,(m~) = 0.33, a,(m~) = 0.27 for two different values of (mb, m,): (300, 100) GeV
and (500, 200) GeV.

In Fig. 2 we display the gluino contribution given by Eq. (12) and the results obtained
from the loop calculations, [Eq. (3)]. We have plotted the branching ratio c -; ""( versus
the squark mass and we have considered different values (100, 200 and 400 GeV) for the
gluino mass. We note that in this range of parameters the branching ratio varies from
10-5 to 10-7, which are the same orders of magnitude obtained in Eq. (15). fn Fig. 3, we
display the chargino contribution given by Eq. (7), where we have used tan ~ = 20 and
chargino masses of 100, 200 and 400 GeV. The orders of magnitude of this contribution
V<LryfroIll 10-8 to 10-11. Also, we have cOIlsidcrcd the Ilcutralino contributioll in Fig. 4,
whefe we have used the input parameters M = M' = 50, IL = 30, tan,B = 1 and
sin2 O," = 0.23, mz = 91.187 GeV from Ref. 11. We not.e that neutralino contribution
could be neglected in the framework of the MSSM.
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FIGURE 2. The gluino contribution to the branching ratio ER(e --+ u,) as a function of gluino
mass for three values of squark mass, lOO GeV (solid line), 200 GeV (dashed) and 400 GeV
(dot-dashed).
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FIGURE 3. The ehargino contribution to the branching ratio ER(e --+ u-y) as a funetion of squark
mass for three values of ehargino mass, 100 GeV (solid line), 200 GeV (dashed) an d 400 GeV
(dot-dashed).

We conclude that the branching ratio for e -+ ", calculated in the MSSM gets
enhanced by 7 to 10 orders of magnitude with respect to the SM calculations. We want
to point out that the qi -+ qj, decays were worked out under the assulllption that these
decays are dominated by short distance penguin diagrallls; this assumption is tme for
B physics but is not conclusive for the decay c -+ "" where the long distance effects
are expected to dominate. We have estilllated only the short distance contributions for
e -+ ", which as we mentioned befare are of the order of lO-u in the MSSM. The long
distance eontributions were calculated in ReL 16, where they have obtained a value larger
than Ours. However, we want to stress the similarity between c -+ ", and b -+ S, in
the MSSM. Obviously, we have to take into account that up until now the parameter
space for the squark mass Ui - J.j and its hierarchy, has not been covered completely,
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FIGURE4. The neutralino contribution to the branching ratio BR(c -+ U"I) as a function of
squark mass for three values of neutralino mass 50 GeY (salid line), 40 GeY (dashed) and 30
GeY (dot dashed).

even though D -+ X + I decays could be a good test for QCD corrections.
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